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Some Cocopa Clause Batteries 
Carole Nevers 
Summer Institute of Linguistics 
University of North Dakota 
A. Introduction 
B. List of Abbreviations 
1. Identification Battery 
2. Descriptive Battery 
2.1 Type 'A' 
2.2 Type 'B' 
3. Intransitive Battery 
4. Directional Battery 
5. Transitive Battery 
6. Caused ruotion Battery 
?. Yatafu Battery 
A 0 Introductiun. This paper presents several of the basic 
clause types of the Cocopa languuge. The same method of ana]SSis 
is used as in the previous paper entitled 'Transforlliatiunal 
£aradigms of sorue Cocopa Sentence Types'. 
The batteries in this paper are lliost likely incomplete. 
Field work in the year ahead should fill in many of the blank 
spots; and perhaps produce new battery types as well. 
The next step beyond this point vvauld be a careful examin-
ing of the constants wnich occur in more than one battery to see 
if their use anei form is predictable.. This would set up a class 
of battery multipliers, reducing considerably the number of for-
mulas in the larger batteries. In particular I'm thinking of: 
w~eyawp .. r 
-nchaam~ •• 
iiiaam xaii.. . . 
-nmaarux.§. .•• 
mulay •.• 
raupar ..• 
'it shows' ( includes yuuyavvp) 
'this tirue' 
'much, very' 
'always' 
'he doesn' t knov, huw' 
'he knows how' 
But at present I do not feel t.11ere is sufficient data to pre-
dict when these can occur and. ~mE=ln they cannot, and wi tn which 
affixes, withuut several more days of field wurk. 
As in the previuus paper tov, the forhlulas are correct for 
the salliple clause given, but nu claiws are made beyond this 
point. Other verb-like words, soilie listed at the conclusion of 
the formulas of a battery, others still secluded in my notebook, 
have certain restrictions (probably semantic ones). They will 
take most of the for.wulas, but not all, and there has ·been time 
to spot che~k only a few of the.ai. thus far. 
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Once again, peripheral elements are omitted from the for-
mulas. All phonolugically buwid morpl1ew.e constants are written 
with a hyphen. 
l'ily thanks go to Lorna Thomas Nilson, who has faithfully 
taught me her language for the past nine weeks. And also to 
David Thomas for providing both the methud of study and con-· 
stant encouragement through the sum.wer. 
B. Abbreviations. Abbreviations used in this paper are: 
Csd .•• caused 
Csr ••• causer 
•d.n •••• discontinuous negative 
f.d •••• future tense dependent seq~ential 
f.sq ••• future tense sequential; indefinite 'be so' 
i.f •••• indefinite reference 
o.f ••.• object focus 
p.d ••.• past tanse dependent 
p.sq ••• past tense sequential 
s.f •••• subject focus 
t.v •••• transitive verb 
Note: Iterus in parenthesis are optiunal. IteiliS marked{} indi-
cate a class uf constants. 
l. Identification Battery 
1.1 The Identification Battery type 'A' consists of: 
1. (Item, -cha) Siwple Assertion 
stuuvcha. 
stove,-assertiun. 
It is a stove. 
2. (Item, -ch, yum, -pa) Strong Assertion 
stuuvch yu.w.pa 
stove,-it is, it's so,-e~phatic 
It is a stove. 
3. (Item, luyum., -ch) Simple Negation 
stuuv luyumch. 
stove, not be so, -assertion. 
It is not a stove. 
*The discuntinuvus neg·3.tive occurs _pr·eceding and fullowing 
the verb root plus personal prunuwi prefixes. In this pa~er 
though it has been inaicdted as a.n. priur to the ruain verb 
only in the exafu~le sentence divided u~ for morphemes. But it 
has been indicated as l ••• m following the main verb in the 
formulas. 
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(Item, luyum, -ch, inL -pa) Strong Negation 
stuuv luyur.uch inpa. 
stove, not be so, -assertion, I say too, -e~phatic. 
It is not a stove I say. 
(Item, -ch, yum, -question intonation) Yes/ no Question 
stuuvch yum? 
stove, -assertion, be so, -question. 
Is it a stove'? 
(Item, pronoun of possession, -ch) Simple Possession 
stuuv na' isch 
stove, hle belongs, -assertion. 
The stove belongs to me. 
(Item, pronoun of possession, -ch, yuw, -pa) Strong Pos~es-
stuuv na;isch yUiupa sion 
stove, Ille belongs, -assertion, it's so, -emphatic 
The stove is mine. 
(Item, pronoun of possession, luyu.w.) Negative Possession 
stuuv a'is luywn 
stove, me belongs, not be so 
The stove isn 1 t mine. 
(Item, pronoun of possession, luywu, -pa) Negative Strong 
stuuv a 1 is luywnpa~ Possession 
stove, me belongs, not be so, -eilipilatic 
It isn't my stoveo 
(Item, pronoun of possession, -ch, ywn, question intonation) 
stuuv na' isch ywn'I Possession Question1 
stove, me belongs, -assertion, it's so, -question? 
Is it my stove'? 
(Indefinite Eronuun, Item, 3rd pronoun of possession, -ch, 
yum, question intgnatio~ Possession QuestionJ 
makan stuuv nu' asch yum'? · 
whose, stove, him belongs, -assertion, it's so, 
~vhose stove is i t·r -question? 
(Item, prono!¥1 of possession, -ch, yu~ •• ~ Contrastive1 
stuuv na'isch yu~ maam laax. 
stove, me belong, -assertion, it's so -but •• now not be. 
That was my stove but now it isn't. 
(Item, prono!¥1 of possess!on, -ch, yuks •. ~ Contrastive2 
stuuv na'isch yuks neeraarx. 
stove, me belongs, -assertion, be so future -but •• I 
work i·t -intend. 
If it were ruy stove I'd ~vork on it. 
1.2 The Identification Battery 
(Title, -ch, uyun, -pa) 
kwapach uyu.npa. 
type 'B' consists of: 
Assertion 
Cocopa, -assertion, he be so, -emphatic~ 
he is a Cocopa. 
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2. (Title 1 -ch; uywu, questioh intonation) Question 
kwapach uyum·t 
Cocopa, -assertion, he be so, -question? 
Is he a Cocopa'I 
3. (Title, -ch, luywu, -chi uyun, -pa) Negation 
kwap:ch luyumch uyunpa. 
Cocopa, -assertion, not he be so, -assertion, he be so, 
he isn't a Cocopa. -emphatic. 
At present it seems only names of inani~ate articles may 
occur in the Iteiu slot o!' Battery 'A'. Only terms for aniw.a te 
beings may occur in the Title slot o± Battery 'B'. Further fie-ld 
work may result in gruuping Batteries 'A' and 'B' together. 
Note: luyum ... 'not be so' has been left undissected in the 
formulas (and so throughout the paper) though i.t consists of: 
l .•. m 'discontinuous negative' 
u - yu 'he/it be so.' 
mainly because the problem of morphophonemic alternation has not 
yet been thoroughly studied, to know when the u- preceding the yu 
may be omitted. 
2. 
Al. 
A2. 
A3. 
A4 .. 
A5. 
Descriptive Battery. 
2.1 Descriptive Battery Type 'A' consists of: 
(Item, (-pich) , Description) 
mat l-pich) xay. 
ground, -(s.f.), wet 
The ground is v11et. 
(Item, Description, -chs) 
mat xaychs. 
ground, wet, -assertion stress 
The ground is wet. 
{Item, Descri~tion, lu ••• m, -chs) 
mat 1 uxaymch.§.. 
ground, d.n. wet, -assertion stress 
The ground isn't wet. 
(Item, Desc.ri.J:?tion, lu ..• m, laax) 
mat l.uxaym laax. ·· 
ground, d.n. v11et, not be so 
The ground isn't wet. 
Simple 
Assertion Stress 
Negation1 
Negation2 
Negation3 (Item, Description, lu .•. m, laax, -Ch.§.} mat luxaym laaxchs. 
ground, d.n. wet,-not be so, -assertion stress 
The ground isn't wet. 
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(Item, Description, -m, laax, -ch.§} Zeroed 'l' 
mat xaym laaxchs... Negation 
ground, wet d.n:, not be so, -assertion stress 
The ground isn't wet. 
<Item, Description, Question force,-~ Question1 
mat xay-a·r 
ground, wet, -question? 
Is the ground w~t? (Item, Description, -ch, yum, -question intonation) 
mat xaych yum? Question2 
ground, wet, -assertion, be so, -question? 
Is the ground wet? 
<Item, Description, kayu, -question intonatio~ 
mat xay kayu·r Question 3 ground, wet, indefinite be so'? 
Is the gronnd wet ( do iou know)·? 
(Item, -pich, DesQription, -nchaam, -chs) 'this time' 
matpich xaynchaamchs. . 
ground, -subject focus, wet, -this tifile, -assertion 
stress. 
The ground is wet~ time (finally~). 
All~ (Item, -pich, Description, lu .•• m, -chaam, -ch.§) 
'not this time·• 
matpich lu..~aymchaamch~. 
'Al2. 
Al3. 
Al4. 
Al5. 
Al6 .. 
ground, -s.f., d~n., -wet, -this tiwe, -assertion 
stress 
The ground is not wet this time (finally~). 
(Item, -pich~ Descri~tion, -nchaam, question force, -a) 
ma tpich xay.nchaam-a '? · 'this time'?' 
ground, -subject focus, wet, -this time, -questton't' 
Is the ground wet this time (finally)? 
(Item, -pich, Descri9tion, -nchaam, kayu, question intona-
~ tion) 'this time?• 2 
ma tpich xaynchaam kayu'? 
ground, -subject focus, wet, -this time, indefinite 
Is the ground wet this 
(Item, Description, -ch .•• ) 
mat xaych&oo eerux-a? 
ground, wet, -p.sq •.• 
be so'? 
time (do you know)? 
Sequential 
vvhen the ground is wet is it slippery? 
(Item, Description, -m ••• } Dependent- Change of Subject 
mat xayIIJ. ••. ma ti.i mpam-a '? 
ground, wet, -p.d .•• 
vvhen the ground was wet ••. did you fall? 
(Item, Description, -s .. ~ Contrastive 
mat xays ma.pill ..§.'aar-a'? 
ground, wet, -but, now dry-question? 
Was the ground wet, but dry now? 
mat xay.§. ..§.ayuks spax.§.. 
ground, wet, -but, the way it is, -but, I go out, 
-intend stress. 
The ground is wet but I'm going out anyway. 
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(Item, Description, -ch, weeyawp) 
mat xaych weeyawp. 
ground, wet, -assertiun, 'it shows' 
Visible Statement 
The ground is wet (it shows}. 
(Itelli, Description, weeyawp, -ch, yum, question Intonation) 
mat xay weeyawpch yum? Visible Question1 
ground, wet, it shows, -assertion, be so, -question? 
Does it show that the ground is wet? 
(Item, Description, weeyawp, question force, -a) 
mat xay weeyawp-a? Visible Question2 
ground, wet, it shows, -question·? 
Does it show that the ground is wet? 
(Item, description, weeyawp, kayu, question intonation) 
mat xay weeyawp kayu'? 
Visible Question3 
ground, wet, it shows, indefinite be so? 
Does it show that the ground is wet? 
'Never' (Item, (-pich), Description, -k, luyum, xan> 
mat{pich) xayk luyum xane 
ground, (s.f.}, wet, -f.sq., not be so, very 
The ground is never wet. 
'Always' (Item, (-pich), Description, chuyak, xan) 
matpich xay chuyak xan. 
ground, (-subject focus}, wet, stay-lying, very 
The ground is always wet. 
'Sometimes' (Item, (-pich}, nach, llyaam, Description) 
matpich nach llyaam xay. 
ground, (-subject focus), day, -sometimes, wet. 
The ground is sometimes wet. 
Emphasis1 (Item, (-pich), Description, -ch, yum, -pa) 
matpich xaych yumpa. 
ground, (-subject focus}, wet, -assertion, be so, 
The ground is w-e-t. (dissust?} -emphatic 
(Item, (-p;ch): Description, xan) Emphasis2 
matpich xay xan. 
ground, (-subject focus}, wet, very. 
The ground is real wet. 
(Item, (-p~ch), Des2riptio~, inaam, xan)Intensive Emphasis 
matpich xay inaam xan. 
ground, (-subject focus), wet, much, very. 
The ground is really really wet. (too wet) 
Examples of other verbs occ.uring in this battery are: 
.§.een:..irq • 0 • 1 slj_ppery 1 
xwat ~ . . 'red' 
.§.' aar . . . 'dry' 
shax . . . 'stink' 
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2.2 Descriptive Battery Type 'B' consists of: 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action) 
Spri mat ku.w.anA 
Spri, ground he gets up (runs}. 
Spri runs. (Actor, {-pich}, Action, -x). 
Spri mat kumanx 
.§pri, ground he run, -intend 
Spri will run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -ch, uyu.§.) 
§.prich mat kumanch uyu.§.. 
§.pri, subject, he run, -completive 
.§.Pri ran. (Actor, {-pich}, Action, 1 ... m, -ohs) 
Sprich mat lku.manmchs" 
Simple 
Simple Expectation 
Assertive 
or assertive, he 
do/be so stress • 
Negation1 
.§.Pri, d.n. he run, -assertion stress 
§pri didn't run. 
<Actor, {-·pich}, Action, l .•• m, laax> 
.§.Prich mat lkumanm laax • 
.§.Pri, d.n. he run, not be so 
Negation2 
Spri didn't run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, l •. ~m, laax, -ohs) Negation3 Sprich mat lkumanm laaxchs • 
.§.Pri, d.n~ he run, not be so, -assertion stress 
.§pri didn't run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, 1 ... m, laax, -ch, uyus\Negation4 
Sprich mat lkumanm laaxch uyU.§.. 1 
.§pri, d.n~ he run, not be so, -assertion, he-be so-
Spri didn't run. stress 
<Actor, {-pich}, Action, question force, -a) Question1 Sprich mat kuman-a? 
.§.pri, he run, -question 
Did §pri run"l 
(Actor {-pich}, Action, -ch, uyum, question intonation) 
§.prich mat kumanch uyum'I Question2 Spri, he run, he be so, -question 
. Did .§.pri run? 
(Actor {-pich}, Act-ion, -chaam, -ch, uyus) 
Sprich mat kumanchaamoh uyu.§. • 
'this time' 
.§.prit he run, -this time, -assertion, he be so-stress 
.§pri ran this time. 
(Actor {-pich}, Action, l .• ~m, -chaam, -ch, uyus) 
.§prich mat lkumanmchaamch uyu.§.. 'not this time' 
Spri, d.n. he run, -this time, -assertion, he be so-
.§pri didn't run this time. stress 
(Actor {-pioh}, Action, nchaam, question force, -a) 
Sprich mat kumannchaam-a? 'this time'?' 
.§.Pri, he run, -this time, -question 
Did .§.Pri run this time? 
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Sequential 
-question .§pri, he run, -assertion ••• he fast, 
Does .§.pri run fast enough·t 
(Actor, { -pich}, n-, action, -m ... icb.a) Dependent Change 
of Subject Past 
Sprich mat nkumanm ••• mat kman ichs 
Spri, when, -he run, -p~d., ••• I run ••• ,I say-asser-
- tion stress. 
When .§pri ran, I ran (too). 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -j, ••• ) 
.§!)rich mat ku.manj_ ••• lpaweemchs. 
Spri, he ran, -but ••• d.n. him I 
.§pri ran but I didn't see him. 
Contrastive 
say-assertion stress. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -km ••• ) Dependent Change 
of Subject Future 
Sprich mat kumankm ••• Tom mak weex • 
.§pri, he run, -when ••• Tom, behind next, I see-
intentive. 
When Spri runs, Tom will be next, behind. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -xm, pu'aa) 'Might' 
Spri mat kumanxm pu'aa. 
Spri, run, he might, he stand. 
Spri is about to run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -xm, pu'aa, question force, -a) 
Sprich mat kumanxm pu'aa-a? 'Might' Question 
§.pri, he run, -might, he stand, -question? 
Is Spri going to run? 
(Actor, ·{ -pich} , Action, -xi-ki, question intonation) 
.§prich mat kumanxiki. 'huh' Question 
Spri, he run, -future question, -huh? 
Will .§.pri run'? (J.Vlight he'l) huh? 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, -x, ±leechs) 
§.prich mat kumanx ileechs • 
.§.pri, he run, -intend, I think. 
Spri might run I think (not sure). 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, mupar) 
.[prich mat kuman mupar. 
Spri, he run, he knows how. 
srri knows how to run. (Actor- -pich}, Action, mupar, xan) 
Sprich mat kuman mupar xan. 
Spri, he run, he knows how, very. 
'I think' 
'Knows how' 
'Knows how well' 
Spri really knows how to run. 
<Actor, {-pich}, Action, mupar, inaam, xan) 'Knows how ex-
§prich mat kuman mupar inaam xan. tremely well' 
~pri, he run, he knows how, much, very. 
Spri really really knows how to run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, mupar, question force, -a) 
Sprich mat kuman mupar-a '? 'Knows 
Spri, he run, he know how, -question? 
Does .§pri know how to run? 
how? 
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(Actor, {-pich}, Action.t inaam xaii) Extremely 
.§prich mat ku.man inaam xan • 
.§pri, he run, much, very 
.§.pri can really run. (Actor, {-pich}, Action, mulay) 'Doesn't know how• 1 
.§.prich mat kwnan mulay • 
.§pri, he run, not know how. 
Spri doesn't know how to run. 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, mulay, -ch, uyum)' Doesn't lmcm how' 2 
.§.prich mat kuman mulaych uyum. . 
Spri, he run, he not know how, -assertion, he be so • 
.fu,ri doesn't know how to run. 
<Actor, {-pich}, Action, mulay, -ch, uyum, -pa) 'Doesn't 
know how' emphatic 
.§.Prich mat kuman mulaych uyumpa. 
£l)ri, he run, not know how, -assertion, he be so, 
.§.pri sure doesn't know how to run. -emphatic 
iActor, {-pich}, Action, waayaa) Contemporary 
Sprich mat kuman waayaa. 
Spri, he run, he around. 
Spri is running around (Locally & present 
(Actor {-pich }, Action, waayaa, 1 ... m, laax) 
Sprich mat kuman lwaayaam laax. 
continua tive'i? 
Negative 
Contemporary 
.§pri, he run, d.n. he around, not be so • 
.§pri is not running. (around)(now) 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, waayaa, question force, -a) 
Interrogative Contemporary 
.§.prich mat kuman waayaa-a? 
.§pri, he run, around, -question? 
Is .§.pri running around? 
(Actor, {-pich}, Action, luxaii) 
.§prich mat kuman lwcan. 
Spri, he run, not very. 
§.pri doesn't hardly run. (Lorna's 
<Actor, {-pich }, Action, myum, xan) 
1\/Iapuch mat kman myum xan. 
you, subject, run, you be so, very 
You don't hardly run. 
'Doesn't hardly' 
free translation) 
'you form' ( adds 
myum and drops lu •• ) 
'Alway'°'' l (Actor, {-pich}, Action, nmaam, xaii) 
.§prich mat kuman iimaam xan. 
Spri, he run, done (now?), very. 
(possibilities of this morpheme 
not understood yet) 
Spri always runs. _ 
(Actor, {-pich }, Action, nmaam, -X!!_) 
.§prich mat kuman nmaamx.§ • 
.§pri, he run, done, -intend-stress 
'Always• 2 
§.pri always runs~ 
(Actor, {-pich }, Action, -m, laax, xaii> 'Never' (zeroed 'l' 
Sprich mat kumanm laax xan. of d. n.) 
.§pri, he run, -d.no not be so, very • 
.§pri never runs. 
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B 37 o (Actor, {-pich}, Action, -ni-question force, §.prich mat kumani-a? -a) 'Ever?' 
Spri, he run, -(unknown), -question? 
Does §.pri ever rWJ.? 
Examples of other verbs occuring in this battery are: 
usan .•• 'he gets down' 
xuseei •...• 'he blows his nose' 
xuchaai o • o o I he crawls v 
umi ••••.••• 'he cries' 
ukuk ••••••• tshe cooks 1 
To date, this appears to be the second largest class of verbs in 
the language. Howevers the transitive battery absorbs the most 
verbs so far: for each verb in this battery there are three in 
the transitive battery. 
{-pich} is a class of phonologically bound morphemes consist-
ing of: 
-ch n•••••SUbject indicator 
-pich •• ~ •• subject focus indicator 
-~ •..•.•.• zero subject indicator 
Note: mat kuman .•• 1 he runs' is a two-word idiom (it couid 
also be interpreted as a compound word) meaning literally 'ground-
he flies 1 • The fi~"st word ( ground) remains unchanged. The seoond 
word (fly) is inflected for person, and takes the usualEuffixes 
and prefixes of tense and condition. 
3. 
1. 
Intransitive Battery. 
The Intransitive Battery consists of: 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {a}) 
xaiiapich chaq§ chaq~ a. 
frog, -sofo, jump jump, he does. 
The frog jumped. 
(Actor, -pich, Action {a}, -ch) 
Simple Statement 
Statement2 
xanapich chaq~ chaq.§_ ach. 
frog, -sofo, jump-ju.mp-, he 
The frog jumped. does, -assertion or past 
(Actor, -pich, Actj_on, {a}, -ch, uyus) 
xanapich chaq§.-chaq§. ach uyu§.. 
tense 
Statement 3 
frog, -s.f", jump-ju.mp, he does, -assertion, be .so-stress 
The frog jumped. 
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<Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, 1 •.• m, laax) Negative1 
xanapich chaq§,-Chaq§, lu'am laax. 
frog, -s. f., jump-jump' dono -he do, not be so. 
The frog didn't jum~. ~ 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {aj, 1 •.. m, !an) Negative2 
xanapich cha@-cha@ lu 1 am xan. 
frog, -s.f., jµm~-jump, tl.n.-he do, very. 
The frog didn't (doesn't jump. 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, 1 ••• m, -chs) Negative 3 
xanapich cha~-ohaq§. lu'amchso 
frog, -s.f., jumps, d.n.·~he do, -assertion stress. 
Tbe frog doesn't jump. _ 
(Actor, -pich, Action, ta}, l •.• m, xan, -ch, uyus) 
Negative 'hardly' 
xanapich cha@-chaq§.lu'am xanch uyv-;§_. 
frog, -~.f. r jump-jump, d~n.-hs do, "".Tery, -assertion, 
he do/be so-stress. 
The frog doesn't hardly jnmp. 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, {a}~ question force, -a) 
xanapich chaqs-chaq~ a-a? 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he .do, -question? 
Question1 
Did the frog jump? 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, ·-xi~ -ki question intonation) 
- Future Question 
xanapich chaqs-chaq~ axiki 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he 
Will the frog jum~·? huh;? 
(Actor, -pich, Action, ta}, -ch, 
do, -future question, 
question? 
kayu, question force, -a) 
xanapich chaq§_-Chaq§. ach kaayu-a '? 
Queetion 'Where' 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump: he do, -past or assertion, i.r 
he be so, ·-question 
Where did the fro~ Jump to? 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, taf, question force, -a)'Question 1W}w 1 
xanapich chaqs-chaq~ ay-a? 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he did, -questj_on 
Why did the frog jump? 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, {a} 1 :nchaam, -cha) 
xanapich chaq§.-chaq§. anchaamchs~ 
'this time' 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump 1 he did, --this time, -ass~tt~~H 
The frog jumped this tim_e~ r · 
<Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, J. ••• m, -chEtam, ~chs) 'this time• 
xanapich chaq§_-chaq§. lu'am chaamchso 
negative 
frog, -sofo, jump-jump] d.n.-he do, -this time$ 
-assertion stress 
The frog didn't jump this -tt.men 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {a } ~ .ncha.am., qL:.Gstj_on force: -a) 
xanapich chaq~-chaq~ anchaam-a? 
·i ·this time' question 
frog, -s.fo, jump-jump, he did~ -this time, -question? 
Did the frog finally jump'? 
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Condi tional1 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he did, p.d ••• him-you see, 
Did you see the frog jump? -question? 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, {a 1, -.§. ••• ) Contrastive1 
xanapich chaqg-chaq.§. aag lm§.ukanmchs. 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he did, -but ••• d.n.-he run away-
assertion stress. 
The frog jumped b~t he didn't run away. 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, n-, Ja }, -km, ••• ) · Conditional2 
xanapich chaq.§.-chaq.§. naa'akm ••• knaka! 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, when-, he did-f.d., ••• kill! 
When the frog jumps kill it! 
(Actor, :pich, Action, { a}, -xm, payaa!~ •• ) Contr~stive2 
xanapich chaq§-chaq§ axm payaa.§. nimee rap mich laaxch.§.. 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, he do, -might, it's there, 
-but ••• his leg, hurt, (unknown), not be so-assertion 
stress 
The frog would jump but he hurt his leg. 
<Actor, :pich, Action, n-, la}, -m ••• ) .- Conditional3 
xanapich chaq.§.-chaq§ naa'am chaq§ inchs. 
frog, -s.f., jump-jump, when-, he do, -p.do •• jump, I 
I do-too-assertion stress. 
When the frog jumfed, I jumped, too. 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, a}, -ch ••• ) Sequential 
xanapich chaqg chaq§_ ach ••• pum uxap. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do,/ that way, he go. 
assertion ••• 
The frog jumped and went that way. 
<Actor, :Pich, Action, {a}, -ch, mulay> Inability1 
xanapich chaq.§. ohaqg ach mulay. ('doesn't know how') 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -assertion, he unable. 
The frog can't (doesn't know how to) jump. 
<.Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, -ch, mulay, uyum) Inability2 
_ (doesn't know how') 
xanapich chaqs chaq§ ach mulay uyum. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -assertion, he unable, 
The frog can't jump. he be so. 
lActor, :Pich, Action, {a}, -ch, yuuyawp) 'You Can Tell' 
xanapich chaqg chaq§ ach yuuyawp. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -assertion, seeable. 
You can tell the frog is jumping up and down. 
(Actor, ·Eich, Action, {a}, -xm, puwach) Possible( 'miglit') 
xanapioh chaq.§. chaq.§. a.xm puwach. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -might, he sit. 
The frog might jump. 
<Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, -x, puwach, uyum, question marker) 
Future Question 
xanapich chaq.§. chaq.§. ax puwach uyum'? 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -intend, ·he sit, he be 
Will the frog jump? so, -question? 
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(Actor, :Pich, Action, {a}, :xaii,? 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ a xan. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, very. 
The frog really jumis. 
(Actor, -pich, Action, {at, -ch, waayaa) 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ ach waayaa, 
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Intensive1 
'Around' 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -assertion, he around. 
The frog is jumping around. _ 
<Actor, -pich, Action, {a}, -ch, lu•am, xan) 'Never' 
xaiiapich chaq~ chaq~ ach lu'am xan. 
frog, -s,f., jump jump, he do, -assertion, d.n.he do,ve:cy 
The frog never jumps. _ 
(Actor, :Pich, Action, {a}, -nmaamx~) 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ anmaa.mx~. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, this 
'Always' 
time future inten-
tion stresso 
The frog always jum~s. 
30. <Actor, :Pi~h, Action, {af, -m?_ii'iaam,_xan) Intensive2 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ am inaam xan. 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -p.d., much, very. 
The frog jumps a lot. 
31. (Actor, :Pich, Action, {a}, -x, lleechs) 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ ax lleech~ 
'I Think' 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -intend, I think. 
The frog will jum~ I think. 
32. <Actor, -pich, Action, ta}, -m, inaam, xan, -a)Inten~ive 
Question 
xanapich chaq~ chaq~ am inaam xaii-a? 
frog, -s.f., jump jump, he do, -p.d,, much, very, 
Does the frog jump a lot? -question? 
Class -ch includes: 
-ch •••• past time assertion 
-x.o ••• future intention 
Class a includes (so far): 
i ..... I do 
I• d m 1 ••• you o 
a ••.•• he does 
aa 'a •• ? 
ay •.•• ? semantic distinctions unknown yet 
aa ••.• he did 
(the last three are sub-types of a ••• he does} 
Other verbs fitting this battery are: 
sag !!B,q i ••.•.• I itch 
kwar kwar a •••• he talks 
xweeii a ••••••.• he moves 
yaws a •••.••••• he grabs it 
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1. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action) Simple 
apapich chakweem wa. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went (goes). 
The man went to the store. 
2. (Actor, -pich, Direction,-{m} , Action, -ch) Statement1 
apapich chakweem wach. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -assertion (or completive) 
The man went to the store. 
3. (Actor, -pich, Direction, - {m}, Action, -ch!.)Statement2 
apapich chakweem waoh~. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -assertion stress. 
The man went to the storeA 
4. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -oh, uyu~) Statement~-_. 
apapich chakweem wach uyU§.. (Auxiliary-vett) 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -assertion, he did-stress 
The man went to the store. 
5. <Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, AQtion, illeech~} 'I think' 
apapich ohakweem wa iileechs 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, I think. 
The man went to the store I think. 
6. (Actor, -pich, Direction, - {m}, Action -ch, paa) 'already 1 1 
apapich chakweem wach paa. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -assertion, (unknown) 
The man went to the store already. 
7. <Actor, -pich, Direction, - {m}, Action, -ch paachs)'already 1 2 
apapich chakweem wach paachs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -assertion, {unknown). 
The man did f already) go to the store. , 
8. (Actor, -pich, Direction, - {m}, Action, -m, payaachs)'alreaa.y3 
apapich chakweem wam payaachs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -(unknown), he l~ft a 
long time ago. 
The man already went to the store. 
9. <Actor, -pich, Direction, - {m}, Action, -ch, paaypa)'already 1 4 
apapich chakweem wach paaypa. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he went, -assertion, he already 
The man went to the store already. went 
10.(Actor, -p~ch, Direction,_-{m }, Action, -n, -chs) 'Also' 
apap1ch chakweem wanchs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to: he went, -too, -assertion stress 
The man went to the store, too. 
11.(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action aa , l ••• m, -ohs) 
apapich chakweem laamchs. N~gation 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n. he go, -assertion stresi 
The man didn't go to the store. 
12.(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{mJ, Action [aa], 1 ••• m, laax) 
apapich ohakweem laam laax. Negation2 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, not be so. 
The man didn't go to the store. 
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(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, l .•• m, laax, ~chs) 
apapich chakweem luwam laaxchs. Negation3 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n. -he go, not be so, 
-assertion stress. 
The man didn't go to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action wa, l ••• m, laax, 
-ch, uyu~) Negation4 (Aux.verb) 
apapich chakweem luwam laaxch UYU.§.• 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, not be so, -asser-
tion, he do-stress. 
The man didn't go to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action [aaJ, 1 ••• m, laax,aya) Quotative1 
apapich chakweem laam laax aya. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, not be so, he said. 
The man said he didn't want to go to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action [aa], 1 ••• m, laax, 
aypa)Quota ti ve 2 
apapich chakweem laam laax aypa. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, not be so, he said 
The man said he wasn't going to the· store. -stress. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action [aa], l ••. m, laax, 
illeechs) Negative 'I think' 
apapich chakweem laam laax iiiechs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.no-he go, not be so, I think 
I don't think the·man went to the store. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action [aa), 1 ••• m laax, 
xskay, -chs) 'Yet' 
apapich chakweem laam laax xskaychs. 
man, -s.fo, store, -to, d.no-he go, not be so, still, 
-assertion stress. 
The man hasn't gone to the store yet. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction -{m}, Action, -m, laaxchs)Negation5 
apapich chakweem wam laaxchs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -past tense?, not be so, 
-assertion stress. 
The man didn't go to the store. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction -{m}, ·Action, -m, laaxs) Negation6 
apapich chakweem wam laaxso 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -past tense?, not be 
so-stress. 
The man didn't go to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction -{m}, Action, Question force, -a> 
apapich chakweem wa-a? Question 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -question? 1 
Did the man go to the store? 
(Direction, - {m}, Action, question force, -a) Zeroed Actor 
Question ( marginal accept;-
chakweem wa-a.'t ability) 
store, -to, he go, -question? 
Did he go to the store? 
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23. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, kaayu, question in-
tonation> Question2 
apapich chakweem wa kaayu'? . 9 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, i.r •. 
Did the man go to the store'? 
24. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -ch, paa, -a)Question3 
apapich chakweem wach paa-a'? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -assertion, (unknown), 
Did the man go to the store? -question? 
25. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, ••• m, laax, xskay, 
question force, -a) Negative 'yet'Qresti<ll. 
apapich chakweem wam laax x~kay-a? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, be go, -past tense?, not be so, 
yet, -question? 
The man didn't go to the store did he? 
26. (Actor, -pich, Direction~ -{m}, Action, [aa], 1 •.• m, laax, 
question force, -a) Negative Question 
apapich chakweem laam laax-a ·1 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, not be so, -question? 
The man didn't go to the store did he? 
27. (Actor, -pich, Directionz. -{m} 1 Action, -iichaam, -ohs) 
apapich cha.kweem wanchaamchs" 'this time 11 
man, -s.fo, store, -to, he go, -this time, -assertion 
This time the man went to the store. stress. 
28. (Actor;-=-pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -nchaam, -ch, uyus) 
_ 'this time• 2 (Auxiliary verb} 
apapich chakweem wanchaamch uyus. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, -assertion, 
he do-stress. 
This time the man went to the store. 
29. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action [aa] , 1 .•• m, -chaamchs) 
'this time• Negation 
apapich chakweem laamchaamchs. l 
man, -s.f~ 1 store, -to, d"n.-he go, -this time, -asser-
tion stress .. 
This time the man didn't go to the store. 
30. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action (aa], 1 ••• m, -chaamch, 
uyus) 'this time' Negation2 
apapioh chakweem laamchaamch uyu~. (Auxiliary verb) 
man, -s.f., store, -to, d.n.-he go, -this time, assertion, 
he do- stress. 
This time the man didn't go to the store. 
31. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action (aa], 1 ••• m, -chaam, 
i±leech.§) 'this time' Negative 
apapich chakweem laamchaam illeechs. 1 I think' 
man, -s.f~, store, -to, d.n.-he go~ -this time, I think. 
I don't think the man went to the store this time. 
32. (Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -nchaam, question far.ce, 
-a) 'this time' Question 
apapich ohakweem wanchaam-a? l 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, -question? 
Did the man go to the store this time'? 
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(Actor, -pich, Direction, ~{m}, Action, -nchaam, kaayu, 
question i£tonation) 'this time' Question2 
apapich chakweem wanchaam kaayu? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, i.r.? 
Did the man go to the store this time? 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -nchaam, paa, 
question force, -a) 'this time' Question3 
apapich chakweem wanchaam paa-a? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, (unknown), 
-question? 
Did the man g~ to the store this time? 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{ m}, Action, -m, •• ·) Dependent 
apapich chakweem wam .•• paweech~. past 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -p.d ••• him-I saw-
assertion stress 
I saw the man go to the store. . 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, u-, Action, -yimi, npuch, •• ) 
Identification 
apapich chak#eem uwayimi npuch ••• kuwaak paachs. 
man, -s.f., store, -to,?-, he went, -remember?, that 
Jne .•• home he went 
Remember the man that went to the store? - he went ho.We, 
(Actor, -pich, maam, Direction, -lm}, Action, -x, ach) Quotative present intention 
apapich maam chakweem wax ach. 
man, -s.f., now, store, -to, he go, -intend, he said. 
The man said he's goin~ to the store now. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -tm}, Action, -x)Simple Intention 
apapich chakweem wax. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend. 
The man will go to the store. 
(Actor, -pich,_ Di~ection, -{ m }, Action, -x, ach) Quotative1 
apapich chakweem wax ach. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, he said. 
The man said he's going to the store. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, achs)Quotative2 
apapich chakweem wax acha. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, he said-stress 
The man said he was goi.ng to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -nchaam, -x> 'this 
apapich chakweem wanchaamx. time' Intentictli 
man, -s.f., store,- -to, he go, -this time, -intend. 
The man is going to the store this time. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -nchaam, -x, 
pu'aach. uyu.,§) 'thi~ time' Intention2 {Auxiliary verb} 
apapich chakvveem wanchaamx pu'aach uyu~. 
man, s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, -intention, 
he stand, he do so stress. 
This time the man is going to the store. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, aypa)Quotative 3 
apapich chakweem wax aypa 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go,-intend, he said-emphasis 
The man is going to the store he said. 
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(Actor, -pich, Direction,_-{m}, Action-n, -x, ach) Quotative 4 
apapich chakweem wanx ach. (wants to) 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -too, -intend, he said 
The man wants to go to the.store also. 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, aa, aeh>Quotati,ie5 
apapich chakweem wax aa ach. 
man, -s.fo, store, --to, he go, -intend, he do/ say, he 
said. 
He said the man wanted to go to the store he said. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x aiieem> 'doesn't 
apapich chakweem wax al}eem. feel like' 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, he .doesn't feel 
The man doesn't feel like going to the store. like 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action -x, alleem, ach) 
Quotative6 (doesn't feel like) 
apapich chakweem wax alleem ach. 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, he doesn't feel 
like, he saia. 
The man doesn't feel like going to the store, he said. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, aya) Quotative7 
apapich chakweem wax aya~ 
man, -s.fft, store, -to, he go, -intend, he said. 
The nan wants to go to the store he said. 
<Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, question force, 
apapich chakweem wax-a? -a) Future Question1 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, -question? 
Is the man going to the· store·r 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, •{m}, Action, -x, -i, -ki, question 
apapich chakweem waxiki? 
intonation) Future Question2 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, -question, 
Is the man going to the store? -question? 
(Actor, -pich,-Direction, -{m}, ·Action, -x, -ch, uyum, ques-
tion intonation) Future Question3 
apapich chakweem waxch uyum? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, -assertion, he 
Is the man going to the store? do-question?· 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{m}, Action, -x, aa, question fome, 
apapich chakweem wax aa-a? -a) Quotative Questi.cn 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -intend, he say, -quest;jcn,? 
Di_d the man say he was ~oing to· the store? 
(Actor, -pich, Direction, -{mf, Action, -nchaam, -x, aa, 
question for~e, -a) 'this time' Quotative Questicn 
apapich chakweem wanchaamx aa-a? 
man, -s.f., store, -to, he go, -this time, -intend, he 
say, -question'? 
Did the man say he was going to the store this time? 
Class {m} consists of: 
m ••• to, forward 
3:3:... in, into 
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[aa]seems to be an alternate form of wa ••• 'he go' if 
combined with the discontinous negative to produce laam ••• 
'he didn't go'. 
The discontinuous negative l ••• m here takes the form lu •• m 
for some reason(·?) • 
The -ch affix used in this battery and others has been 
called assertion, but it may be a past tense indioator (?). 
Other verbs belonging in this battery fowid to date are: 
uxap ••• 'he went (in)' 
~aa •• 1.'he went along' 
5. Transitive Battery. 
The transitive battery consists of: 
1. (Subject, rPiQh }, object, (-pin) , T. V .) Simple 
xat xtpapin paaAaa. 
dog, coyote-o.f., him-he-bite. 
The dog bit the cayote. 
2. (T.V., -chs) Zeroed Subject and Object 
paasaachs 
him, he-bite-assertion stress. 
He.bit him. 
3. <subject, {-pich},_object, (-pin), T.V., l ••• m, laax, -ohs~ 
xatpich xtpapin lpaa.§_aam laaxohs.. . Negation1 dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., d.n.-h1m-he-b1te, not be so, 
-assertion stress. 
The dog didn't bite the coy2te. 
4. (Subject, t-pich}, object, (-pin), T.V., 1: .• m, laax, -s) 
xat xtpa lpaasaam laax§. Negation2 dog, coyote, d.n. him-he-bite, not be so, -stress. 
The dog didn't bite the coyote. 
5. <subject, {-pich}, object (-pin), T.V., l ••• m, laax, -ch, 
u•as) Negation3 
xatpich xtpapin lpaasaam laaxch u'as. -
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., d.n.-him-he-bite, not be so,-
assertion, he did, -stress 
The dog didn't bite the coiote. 
6. (Subject, {-pich}, object, (-pin), T.V., l ••• m, laax, -ch, 
uyu.§.) Negation4 
.§pri Lornapin lpsukanm laaxch uyus. 
liPri, Lorna-o.f., d.n.-her he ran-from, not be so, 
-assertion, he do-stress • 
.§.Pri didn't run away from Lorna. 
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This formula can't be used with paa§aa and a few other tran-
sitive verbs. 
7. (Subject, {-pich}, _object, ( -pin) , T. V. , 
xatpich xtpapin paa.§_aa-a? 
question force, -a) 
dog, -saf., coyote, -oofe, him-he-bite, 
Did the dog bite the coyote! 
Question1 
-question? 
a. (Sub~ect, {-pich }, object, (-pin), T.V., -m, uyum, question 
intonation) Question2 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15·. 
16. 
xat xtpapin paa~aam uyum? 
dog, coyote-o.f., him-he-bite, -?, he do-question? 
Did the dog bite the coyote? (Subject, {-pich}, object, {-pin) , T. V. , {kaayu}, question 
_ intonation) Question3 
xatpich xtpapin paa.§_aa kaayu? 
dog, -s.f., coyote, (-o.f.), him-he-bite, i.r.-question? 
Did the dog bite the coyote? 
(Subject, {-pich }, object, (-pin), T.V., lH .m, laax, ques-
tion force, -a) Negative Questic.n 
xat xtpa lpaa.§.aam laax-a? 
dog, coyote, d.n.-him-he-bite, not be so, -question? 
Didn't the dog bite the ooyo~e? 
(Subject, {-pich fz. object, (-pin), T.V., -m •• ·) Dependent1 
xatpich xtpapin paa.§.aam .•• umich uyu§. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -p.d ••• he cry-p.sq. 
he do-stress 
When the dog bit the coyote he cried. 
(Subject, {-pich h object, (-pin) , ii-, T. V., -m •• •) Dependent2 
xatpich xtpapin npaa.§_aam ..• umich uyu~. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., when, -him-he-bit, -p.d ••• he 
cry-p.sq. he do-stress. 
When the dog bit the coyote he cri.ed. 
(Subject, {-picij 1. object, (-pin), T.Ve ,. u'ach ••• ) Dependent 3 ~ xatpich xtpapin paasaam u'ach ••• umich uyu~. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o~f., him-he-bite, -p.d ••• he do-sq. he 
cry-p.sq. he do-stress. 
When the dog bit the coyote.be cried. 
(Subject, {-pich l.t object, ( -pin) , T. V. , uyum •• ·) Dependent4 
xatpich xtpapin paa.§.aam uyum ••• paweechs~ 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -p.d., he do-p.d. 
(?) .•• him-I see-assertion stress 
v~·hen the dog bit the coyote I saw him. (sequential?) 
(Subject, {-pich} .t object, ( -pin) , T. V. , --~ ••• ) Co~trasti ve 
xatpich xtpapin paa~aa§_ ••• xtpapich lumim laaxch uy~. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -but ••• coyote-s.f. 
d.n.".'"he cry .not be so-assertion he do-stress 
The dog bit the coyote but t~e CQyote didn't cry. 
(Subject, {-pich lz Qbject, ( -pin) , n-, T. V. , -km •. ·) Dependent5 
xatpich xtpapin npaa~aakm ••• xtpapichumix. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., if, -him-he bites, -f.d •.• coyotil 
-s.f. he cry-intend (future probable). 
VI/hen (if) the dog bites the coyote, the coyote will cry. 
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(Subject, {-pich},_object, -pin, T.V., -ch, mulay) Inability 
xatpich xtpapin paa~aach mulay 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -0 .f. him-he bite,-?, he unable 
The do~ didn't know how to bite the coyote. 
<subject, t-pich}, 9bject, (-pin), T.V., -ch, mupar) Ability 
xatpich xtpapin paa&aach mupar. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite;(p.sq.), he able. 
The do~ knows how to bi 'U3 the coyote. _ 
(Subject, t-pich},_object,_(-pin), T.V., -nchaam,_-ch~) 
xatpich xtpapin paa~aanchaamchs. 'this time• 1 dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -this time, 
-assertion stress 
This time the dog bit the coiote (fina!ly!). 
(Subject, {-pich}, object, ( -pin), T.V., nchaam, -ch, u'a.!) 
'this time' 
xatpich xtpapin paa~aanshaamch u'a~. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o~f., him-he-bite, -this time, 
-assertion, he do-stress. 
This time the dog bit the co;rote (finally!). 
<subject, {-pich }, object, (-pin), T.V., 1 .•. m, -chaam, 
_ -ch 1 u'as) 'this time' Negative 
xatpich xtpapin lpaa~aamchaamch u'a~. 
2 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., d.n.-him-he-bite, -this time, 
-assertion, he do-stress. 
This time the dog didn't bite the coyote (finally!). 
(Subject, {-pich}, object, (-pin), T.V., -nchaam, question 
force, -a) 'this time' Question 
xatpich xtpapin paasaanchaam-a'? 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -this time, 
-question? 
Did the dog bite the coyote_this time? 
(Subject, {-pich},_object, (-pin), T.V., -k, luyum) •never' 
xatpich xtpapin paasaak luyum. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f., him-he-bite, -f.sq., not be 
The do~ never bites the coyote. so. 
(Subject, t-pich },_object, l-pin), T.V., iimaam) 'always• 
xatpich xtpapin paa~aa nmmam. 
dog, -s.f., coyote, -o.f. ~ him-he-bite, 'always' 
The dog always bites the coyote. (iiyaam, &Ubject, {-pich }:- objec1i, (-pin) , T. V., -ch, 1:1'as) 
'sometimes' 
3:.iyaam xa.tpich xtpapin paasaach u'as. 
sometimes, dog, -saf., coyote, -o.f~, him-he-bite, 
-p.sq., he do-stress. 
The dog sometimes bites the coyote. 
Class {-pich} is optional in this battery, and consists o~: 
-pich ••• subject focus suffix 
-ch •••... subject suffix 
Three of the formulas in this battery have an alternative 
word constant, making in reality six formulas rather than 
three. 
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uyus (see formula no. 6) 
We are not yet sure what factor(s) condition the choice of the 
one versus the other. Some verbs, in fact, may take both forms, 
We feel they are alloconstants which are predictable if we know 
the rules (but we don't yet). Hence we have made two formulas, 
nos •. 5 and 6, out of them, rather than a class. 
b. u'ach (see formula no. 13) 
uyum ( see formula noo 14) .. 
For some reason, u'ach was not allowable preceding paweechs, and 
uyum was. Once again the conditioning factor is undetermined and 
for the present we wj_ll have the two formulas rather than a con-
stant class. The third case involved is different, however. 
c. kaayu o•• animate indefinite reference 
kayu •••a inanimate indefinite reference 
Since we can predict that kaayu will be tised o.nly when the object 
is animate, we have made this into a constant word class: 
{kaayu} consisting of: 
kayu • ,, • ( inanimate indefinj_ te reference to manner, 
time~ qua·ntity 1 object, purpose) 1 it is 
somehow 00 1 
kaayu ••• ihe/they is/are somehow so' 
Thus using only the one formula (noo 9)~ 
Note: At present several apparently homophonous morphemes 
are giving us some trouble. Whether they are really different 
morphemes with different functions or whether they are the same 
morpheme with several functions we don't lmow. The extent of 
their functions haven't be('n th,-:roughly studied, either. Admit-
tedly there is some ambiguity and overlapping in this paper re-
garding two of the most troublesome of these: 
-ch ••. subject suffix, past tense sequential verb suffix; 
past tense indicator; assertion ( of truthfulne'ss'?) ( especially 
in narrations) ti sentence con<:lusion indicator (may be followed 
only by -§_ u •• indicating stress('?))~ Neither the aspective nor 
the syntactic function of this morpheme is thoroughly understood 
yet. 
-m •.. final half of the dj_scontin~:ous negative morpheme; 
past tense dependent change of subject indicator; question indi-
cator, 'direction toward' snffix on nouns, 'direction away from' 
prefix on verbs, (an.d others y~t unanalyzed)o 
Other examples of verbs fitting in the transitive battery 
are: 
lo Animate object verbs: 
pchaachuup •.. he made her pregnant 
paayaa •...... he got him 
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pshmukwir •.• he gets jealous of him 
pshuusheel •• he doesn't know him 
(Verbs of this type will take kaayu instead of kayu.) 
6. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
2. Inanimate object verbs: 
shukux ••. he knocks at 
suuqwaq ••• he tears 
uma •••••• he eats 
Caused Motion Battery. 
The Caused 1~lotion Battery consists of: 
(Ced, Csr, Motion, ac~§.) Simple Statement 
Frank pa'im xween aohs. 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, he do/say assertion stress. 
I made Frank move. 
(Csd, Csr, Motion, 1u:amchs) Negative 
Frank pa'im xween lu'amchs. 
Frank, him-I do-p.do, move d.n.-he do-assertion stress. 
I ·didn't make Frank move. 
(Csd, Csr, Motion, a, question force, -a) Yes/No Question 
Frank pa' im xween a-a'? 
Frank, him-I do-p. de, move, he do/say-question'? 
Did I make Frank move over? 
(Csd, Csr, Motion, a, -nchaamch, uyu§) 'This time' 
Frank pa'im xween anchaamch uyu~. 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, he do/say-this time-asser-
tion, he do-stress. 
I made Frank move over this time. 
<cad, Csr, Motion lu'!m, -chaamch, uyu~) 'this time' negative 
Frank pa'im xween lu'amchaamch uyu~. 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, d.n.-he do-this time-
assertion, he do-stress. 
I didn't make Frank move over this time. 
(Cad, Csr, Motion, a, -nchaam, question force, -a) 'this 
time' Yes/No Question 
Frank pa'im xween anchaam-a? 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, he do/say-this 
Did I make Frank move this time? 
(Csd, Csr, Motion, n-, a!'ach, ••• ich~) Dependent 
Frank pa'im xween naa'ach ••• mshuuray ichs. 
time, 
-question 
Temporal 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, when, -he-do, -tense past, 
he mad, I do/ffiY. 
When I made Frank move over he got mad. 
(Csd, Csr, Motion, aa, -§_.n~ Contrastive 
Frank pa'im xween aa~ ••• lnmuuxaymohs. 
Frank, him-I do-p.d., move, he do, -but .•• d.n.-he like 
-assertion stress. 
I make Frank move over, but he didn't like it. 
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9. (Csd, Csr, Motion, a, -km,onn) Dependent2 
Franlc pa 1 im xween akm .•• nawee uweem meexannx. 
Frank, him-I do-p.do, move, he do/ say, -f.d ••• somethinng 
he Ree-p.do good-future probable 
I made Fran.k move so he oould see better. 
Note: no. 7 formula above may aotn.ally be 
<osd, Csr, Motion, n, Csd, Dsr, tense {ch} ichs) 
but we haven't had time to check for 
n-aa'a {ch}o 
Class {-ch}would probably consist of: 
-ch •o• 
-x 0 • < 
past tlme, completed 
fu.tt.tre intention 
To date no other root fits this battery. 
7. Yatam Battery. 
The Yatam Battery consists_of: 
1. (Actor, (-pich), Goal, (-·pj_n) ~ :i--atam, paa'a, -oh) Simple Stai& 
Rose Bruce ya tar..,, paa 1ach. ment 
Rose, Br -~-'e, lov-e, him, -·she-say, -assertion or comple-
Rose loves Bruce. tive. 
2. (Actor, (-pich) , Goal, (-pin), ya tam, paa 'a, 1 ••• m, laax) 
Rose Bruce :rata..ru lpaa 1am ":axn . Negative1 
Rose, Bruce, J.07e don,,, -him, she say, not be so. 
Rose doesn't lmre Bruce a 
3o <Acto:'.:- (-pich): Goal, (-pin) . ya tam, paa 'a, 1 ••• m, -Ch1!) 
3.ose Bruce ye.tam lpaa 1 a.I:'.!.oh§.~ Negative2 
Rose, Bruce, love, d.n. him-she say, -assertion stress. 
Rose doesn't love Bruce. 
4.. (Ac·'--or, ( -pich) , Goal, ( -pin) , ya tam, paa; a, 1 ••• m, laax, -ohs) 
Rose Bruce yatam lpaa'am laaxchs. Negative 
Rose, Bruce, love, d.n.-hj_m-she say, not be so, -asserJ 
Rose doesn't love Bruce. tion stress. 
5a (Actor, (-pich), Goal~ (-pin), yatam, paa 1 a'?>. Yes/No Quest:ioo 
Rose Bruce yatam paa'a··a? 
Rose, Bruce, love, him-she say, -question? 
Does Roso love Bruce? 
6 o <Ao tor, ( -pich) , Goal, (··pt.ii) , ya tam, paa 'aa, -§_ • •• ) C o.ntrastive 
Rose Bruce yata~ pf'.a 1ea§~ o ~J:Jawee lu 1am laax xanx_§; 
Rose, Bruce, love~ J~:i.m-she say, .-but ••• something not do 
.r.:..o-1; be so very-future-stress. 
Rose J.oyes Bruce b1.1t she never says so. 
To date, no other root f:l·i.;s this battery. 
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Transitive 
irectional 
Transitive 
Descriptive "A" Descriptive 11B 11 
Identification "A" Identification "E" 
Tree No. 1 Tree No. 2 
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1. Ann-tuple acceptable in a terminal battery is 
acceptable in all the batteries that lie in its 
path down the tree. Short forms are ellipses 
of forms from higher batteries. 
Individual n-tuples may have some restrictions 
(semantic usually) of forms they can take, but in 
general the above holds true. 
2. Verbs (as well as nouns) fit Identification battery 
"B" (except for possessives). 
3. Verbs (as well as nouns) fit Identification battery 
"A" (possessives excepted again). 
Ll. Main verbs fitting Tree # 2 are inflected for person. 
Main verbs. fitting Tree# 1 are not. (That is the 
reason why two trees are needed for the language 
instead of o~ly one.) 
N-tuples moving down path of Tree# 1 
Descriptive "A" 
mat xay 
ground wet 
Identification "A" 
'The ground is wet." 
mat-cha 'It's ground. ' 
(noun) 
or 
etc. 
etc. 
xay -cha 
(verb) 
'It's wet.' (except possessives) 
etc. 
N-tuples moving down path of Troe lfl 
1. Double Transitive B~anch 
Tompich ~ripin xma ~u'ap x-wak peech (u'as). 
Tom-subject .§pri-object eggs 2 him he gave-he did 
Transitive 
Tompich §pripin peech (u'a~). 
Descriptive "B" 
Tompich peach 
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Identification "B" 
peech uyunpa. 
or 
Tompich uyunpa. 
2. Caused Motion Branch 
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etc. 
Frank pa'im xween ach. 'I made Frank move.' 
Frank him I made move he did 
Intransitive 
Frank xween ach. 
Descriptive "B" 
Frank ach. 
Identification "B 11 
Frankch uyunpa. 
or 
'Frank moved. ' 
Ach uyunpa (except possessives) 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
etc. 
3. Directional Battery Branch 
apapich chakweem wa(ch) 'The man went to the store.' 
man-subject store-to he went 
Descriptive "B" 
apnpich wa( ch) 
Identification "B" 
l.wach uyunpa (except possessives) 
or 
2. apnch uyum 
or 
o.papich u;ywn 
or 
3. apacho. 
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